Two further new methods are put forward for constructing the complete ordered field of real numbers out of the ordered field of rational numbers. Amongst advantages of the methods are the facts that they do not require an arbitrary choice of "base" or equivalence classes or any similar constructs.
Much less known is the fact that there are alternating series representations of real numbers in terms of rationals corresponding to the above.
The only references to these alternating series that we are aware of in the literature are in papers of E Remez [2] and H Salzer [3] . The In many ways, these representations may be compared with that by simple continued fractions. The main purpose of this note is to justify this remark by deriving some elementary properties of these alternating series representations and (with these results as an initial motivation) then developing two new methods for constructing the real number system from the ordered field of rational numbers. These methods are similar to one recently introduced by G J Rieger [4] for constructing the real numbers via continued fractions. The order relations in particular are defined in an analogous fashion.
The methods share with Rieger's method the advantage over other standard techniques that they do not require an arbitrary choice of a "base", or the use of (infinite) equivalence classes or similar such constructs. These properties are shared as well in the construction of real numbers using ordinary Sylvester and Engel series, considered in [5] . Two important differences between those and the present methods are in the definition of the order relations for the series, as well as the use here of terminating representations of rational numbers in place of infinite recurring representations used in [5] .
ALTERNATING SERIES REPRESENTATIONS FOR REAL NUMBERS.
For the convenience of the reader, because full previous details may be inaccessible to many (including the present authors), we prove here the fundamental results concerning the representation of real numbers via infinite alternating series. It is convenient to introduce here a more general alternating series, analogous to the positive series of Oppenheim [6] , out of which we can deduce the results for alternating-Engel and alternating-Sylvester series as special cases. We define the alternating-Oppenheim algorithm as follows: 
The result for the alternating-Engel series follows similarly from i+i qi-Piai qi+l qi
We note that for rational numbers there is a possible ambiguity in the final term, analogous to that for continued fractions. We eliminate this as follows"
We replace the finite sequence ((ao,a an)) by ((ao,a an_2,an_1+l)) in the case a n an_l(an_l+1). Similarly we replace (ao,a I ,a n by (ao,a I an_2,an_l+l) in the case a n an_l+1 Furthermore we identify A(I with its finite expansion (Uo,al a n) or ((ao,a i an)), We may now introduce symbols <--_, > and , and define (east) upp bound The argument for S* is almost identical to the above, except that the sequence C ((Co,Cl,C 2 )) defined inductively via suitable elements of S* will now saisfy ci+ >_--ci(i+l),Cl >_--1.
EMBEDDING AND DENSITY OF RATIONALS
The following proposition justifies our use of Convention 1. The models are in many ways equivalent to that of Rieger [4] , except that they arise from the (simpler) representation of real numbers as infinite series rather than as infinite continued fractions.
